Prefix Assimilation ex-, ob-

Matching
Directions: Read the words and definitions. Draw a line from each word to its definition.

1. something that one must do  exile
2. unclear in meaning  effrontery
3. to send away  obligation
4. harsh or cruel  obscure
5. rude boldness  oppressive

Fill in the Blank
Directions: Choose the word from the word bank that best completes each sentence and write it in the blank.

Word Bank
exclude    effluent    opposition    occupation    offer

6. The special _______________ on cereal lets you buy two boxes for the price of one.

7. The crowd expressed their _______________ to the law by carrying signs and chanting slogans.

8. The _______________ from the factory made the river brown and cloudy.

9. Nursing is an _______________ that allows you to earn a living and help people.

10. As Cora wrote her party invitations, her parents reminded her not to _______________ any of her classmates.
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